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FOREWORD

The research described in this report grew out of an earlier HADC
project under Contract AF30(602)-2943 entitled "Linear Separability of
Signal Space as a Basis for Adaptive Mechanisms. During this earlier
project , the properties of several trainable pattern classifiers were
studied. These classifiers included TLU' s , committee machines, linear
machines and piecewise linear (PWL) machines. The results of these
studies were reported in Technical Documentary Report No. RADC-TDR-64-
145 (May 1964).

This report was prepared by Stanford Research Institute Menlo
Park, California, under Contract AF30(602)-3448 , Project 5581, Task

558104. HAC Project Engin er was Mr. Charles Constantino (EMIID).

Several individuals contributed to the research performed during
this project. C. A. Rosen, D. J. Hall, and G. Ball did much of the work
on mode-seeking training. Consultant T. Cover was responsible for re-
search on classification capacity and the nearest neighbor decision
rules. D. J. Kaylor cont inued work on committee machines and conducted
research on PWL machine error-correction training methods. The material
in Sec. III was adapted from a paper by R. O. Duda and H. Fossum describ-
ing their research performed under this project.
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ABSTRACT

Motivation is given for the use of various trainable pattern-class-

ifying structures called linear and piecewise linear (PWL) machines.

The results of various experiments in training these machines are

presented Two different types of training methods were investigated:

mode-seeking and error-correction methods. These methods are illustra-

ted by experiments using two-dimensional patterns so that the results

of training can be easily visualized. More thorough experiment s with

IO-dimensional and IOO-dimensional patterns are also described.

It is concluded that certain of these training methods can be

expected to give good performance in complex pattern classifying tasks

involving multi-modal pattern distributions. The report concludes

with a list of recommendations for future research , and contains an

Appendix presenting a new theorem on training a linear machine.
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TRAINABLE PATTERN CLASSIFIERS

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

Pattern Points and Hypersurfaces

Traditional statements of the pattern-classification problem have

relied on a geometric formulation that has proven to be quite useful.

We begin this report with a brief recapitulation of this formulation

since it will be used throughout.

We assume that the object to be classified is first subjected to

certain measurements. (Some examples of objects are: visual images , human

voice , radar echos meteorological conditions , and diseases. ) The result

of these measurements is a set of measurement values. Let us assume that

there are d measurements made and that the values of these measurements are

denoted by the quantities x ' x
2' .0., x

We shall call such a set of

measurement values a pattern. It is convenient to represent a pattern by

a point , X , in a d-dimensional space. The coordinates of the point are

the values x ' x2'. 0 0 , x . Alternatively, it will sometimes be convenient to

represent the pattern by the vector X with components X , X , ..., x 
Now we desire to operate on these measurement values to determine

the category of the pattern (and thus of the obj ect under test).

Suppose the object can belong to one of categories and that we want

the result of our ope ation on to be a (non-random) decision

about the category of the object. The rule by which such decisions are
made can be described geometrically by referring to hypersurfaces that

divide the space of patterns into distinct regions , one region per

* Referen es are listed at the end of this report.



category. (These regions could be disjoint). The problem. of designing

a device (or of writing a computer program) to classify patterns can

thus be phrased geometrically as the problem of placement of hypersur-

faces in a. pattern space.

Adjustable Hypersurfaces

There are many circumstances in which it is unreasonable to

attempt to specify the locat ions and types of the hypersurfaces without

first examining some typical patterns whose categories are known. Such

a set of typical patterns we shall call a training set. Any method of

selection and/or placement of hypersurfaces employing a training set we

shall call a training method. Often it is convenient to implement a

pattern classifier whose hypersurfaces are adjustable. Such a classif-

ier we shall call a trainable pattern classifier. The central problem

considered during this project has been the following: Given a train-

able pattern classifier and a training set of patterns , how should the

hypersurfaces be selected so that the classifier performs adequately on

the training-set patterns? Inasmuch as most of the research effort of

this project has attempted to answer this question , the rest of this

report will be mainly concerned with tracing the development of some

possible answers and presenting some experimental evidence of their

utility.

HYPERSURFACE SELECTION METHODS MOTIVATED BY DECISION THEORY

Optimum" Classifiers

It is sometimes assumed that the patterns to be catagor-

ized are random vectors. If so , for each pattern category there will

exist a probability function (or probability density function) describing



the way in which the patterns belonging to that category are distributed

throughout the pattern space. Suppose we denote these functions by

P(Xli) for i=l

,... ,

R. p(XI i) is the probability (or probability

density) that a pattern selected from category i will be X Let the

by p(i)

a priori probability of a pattern belonging to category be given

for i = 1

,... ,

R. A result of statistical decision theory2 is

that to minimize the probability of making erroneous classifications

the optimum classifier should operate as follows: Suppose the pattern

to be classified is X The expressions

g. (X) p (X Ii) p ( i ) (1)

are evaluated for i=l

, ...

, R , and X is placed in that category, i

corresponding to the largest of these expressions. The hypersurfaces

in the pattern space are thus given by expressions of the form

p (X Ii) p (i ) p (xt j ) p (j ) (2)

j = 1

, ...

, R

Unfortunately, Eq. (1) cannot be used by a pattern classifier if

the p (X Ii) and p(i), for i=l

,... ,

, are not known. We are interes-

ted here in precisel those situations in which these expressions are

not known. In such situations one possiblity is to use the patterns in

the training set to estimate p (xl i) and p(i), i=l

,... ,

R. Such a pro-
cedure is reasonable and indeed motivates some of the techniques and

experiments that will be presented in .this report. We shall begin our



discussion of trainable pattern classifiers by presenting one method of

estimating P(Xli)P(i) for i=l

,...

The Fix and Hodges Classifier

Suppose we have a set of training patterns whose categories

are known. The Fix and Hodges classifier uses these training patterns

to classify an unknown pattern as follows: Select an integer , k

and collect the closest training patterns to closeness " can

be measured by Euclidean distance). Suppose that , of these closest

patterns , n patterns belong to category I , n
2 to category 2

, ...

and n to category R , + n
2 + ... R = k). 

Then set

(X)

g 2 (X)
(3)

.. .

(X)

and decide in favor of that category number , i , corresponding .to the

largest of these numbers.

The Fix and Hodges mefthod clearly is an attempt to estimate a set

of numbers proportional to P(Xii) p(i) for i=I

,...,

around the point

If such a set of numberE is well i:pproximated by the set n
l' n

. . ., nR ' then the specificat ion of the g i (X) by Eq. (3) wi.ll lead to

nearly optimum (minimum error probability) classifications.

Selection of the integer , k , is quite important in, the application

of the Fix and Hodges procedure. If is too small , the g. (X) will



vary rapidly with X , and the consequent decision surfaces. will 
highly sensitive to the spatial locations of the training patterns.

If is too large (in relation to the number of patterns in

the training subsets), the g. (X) will not be sensitive enough to
the actual variations of the probability distributions with X

the training subsets are large , it has been shown3 that the Fix and

Hodges classifier leads to the same classifications as would be made

if the (unknown) probability distributions were known and used. In

general , the value of should increase without limit with increas-

ing N , if N is the total number of patterns in the training subsets.

The value of kiN however , should decrease toward zero with increasing

N .

Even when k is extremely small , however , the Fix and Hodges

method still leads to classificat ions comparing favorably with those

made by the optimum (minimum probability of error) classifier in the

limit of very large training sets. In the next part we shall show that

this comparison is still quite favorable even when k = I 

The Nearest-Neighbor Decision Rule

When k = I , the Fix and Hodges classifier places an unknown

pattern , X , in the same category as that of the closest pattern in the
training set. Such a rule results in what is called a nearest-neighbor

classifier. The nearest-neighbor classifier can be shown to be reasonably

The results of this sect ion are due to Prof. T. Cover (consultant to

the Institute) and Mr. P. Hart of Stanford University.



effective compared with the optimum classifier. We shall " outline the

steps of the argument in the case in which there are just two categories

of patterns (R = 2).

Suppose the probability density functions P(Xll) and P(XI2)

re continuous functions of X . Then if P (1) and p (2) are the a
priori probabilities of Categories 1 and 2 , respectively, we have by

Baye s rule

p (i I 
p (X Ii) p ( i )

p(X)
(4)

for i = 1 and 2 , where p (il X) is the probability that pattern 

belongs to Category i. The classifier that achieves the minimum pro-

bability of error determines the larger of p(lix) and p(2I

.. 

Its probability of error , PE (X), for any X is therefore given by

PE (X) min(p(lf X), p(21 (5)

The nearest neighbor classifier determines the category of the

nearest neighbor. For continuous P(Xli), i=l and 2 , and in the limit
of an infinitely large training set

(Probability that nearest neighbor to belongs

to category i p(iIX) (6)

* ..

for i = 1 and 2. The probability PE (X) that the nearest neighbor
rule leads to an erroneous categorization of X is given by



* (X) = 
Pro!?abili ty that nearest neighbor

- (2
to X belongs to category 1 

prob bili ty that nearest neighbor lr p (1 X) Jto X belongs to category 2 

2p (It X)p (21 X) (7)

Since p (1\ X) p (21 X) , we have

(X) = 2P(1IX)(1-P(1!X)) (8)

By considering the two possibilities p(ll X) p(2(X) and p(lIX) p(2I

in Eq. (5), the reader can easily verify that we may write

PE * (X) 2PE (X)(l-PE (X) J (9)

.. 

PE (X), of course , depends on Since we assume X is a random
variable , PE (X) can be averaged to give a global probability of error

PE . We then have for the optimum classifier

E(PE (X) J (10)

and for the nearest neighbor classifier

* -

E(PE (X)) , (11)

where E( 1 denotes the expectation operator



Using Eq. (9) we have

2PE - 2E(PE 2 (X) J
(12)

Since the variance of PE (X) can be written

var PE (X)
2 .. 2E(PE (X) J - E (PE (X) 1 (13)

we have

2PE - 2 var PE (X) - 2 (PE) (14)

2 PE(l-PE) (15)

wi th equality holding only when var PE (X) = 0

The inequality expressed by Eq. (15) states that the assymptotic
probability of error of the nearest neighbor classifier is never higher

than twice the probability of error of the optimum classifier. The fact

that one often need not tolerate an excessively larger probability of

error using the nearest neighbor classifier makes it a candidate for

use in those situations in which the optimum classifier cannot be

designed for lack of knowledge of p(X/ i)p(i) 
Nearest-Mode Classifiers

The Fix and Hodges classifier (including the nearest neighbor

classifier) appears superficially to be a reasonable answer to the

problem of pattern classification. These classifiers are trainable be-



cause the type and location of the separating hypersurfaces depend on

the patterns in the training set.

The Fix and Hodges classifier (even when k=l) suffers one important

drawback

, '

however. To classify any pattern , X , the distance between

and each of the patterns in the training set must be computed. 

these computations are to be performed rapidly, each of the training

patterns must be stored in some rapid-access memory. Because the method

works best when the number of training patterns is large , the rapid-

access storage requirements are often excessive. This disadvantage

motivates a search for other methods that preserve some of the features

of the Fix and Hodges classifier without requiring the individual stor-

age of every training pattern in a rapid-access memory.

Rather than storing a large number of training patterns , we might

store only a few "typical " training patterns. Each typical pattern

selected for storage might actually represent many tra ining patterns

that cluster around it in the pattern space. Thus each typical pattern
for a given category might be thought of as a "mode " of the probability

density function for that category. A mode of a probabili ty density

function is the location of a local maximim of that function. We shall

often attempt to estimate this location by a center of gravity of a

finite cluster of training patterns. Thus we shall often speak loosely

of a center of gravity as a mode.

The decision rule to be described assumes the existence of a method

to find good est imates for these modes , given the training subsets.

Suppose the modes for the various categories , as established by a train-

ing procedure , are given by the point s P

. (j) 

for i = I ,..., R and



j = 1

, ...

, L That is ' there are L
l modes belonging to category 1

belonging to category 2 , etc. Then , given these modes , one reason-

able way to classify some arbitrary pattern X is to measure its
distance to each of the modes and place it in that category having the

nearest mode. A classifier operating according to this principle will

be called a nearest-mode classifier. Since the number of modes is

usually much smaller than the total number of training patterns from

which they were established , the rapid-access storage requirements for

this method are much less demanding than those for the Fix and Hodges

classifier. The concept of distance still plays an important role in
a way which preserves some of the features of e Fix and Hodges method.

It seems reasonable to assume that the closest training patterns

to a given pattern , X , will often include a predominant number of

patterns from the cluster surrounding the closest mode. Thus the near-

est mode classifier will often make decisions identical to those made

by the Fix and Hodges method.

STRUCTUR OF NEAREST-MODE AND RELATED CIASSIFIERS

The Dot-Product Unit

.. (j)

Suppose the modes are given by the points P for i=l

,... ,

and j=l

,...

, L The nearest mode classifier categorizes an unknown

pattern X by calculating the distances 
Ix - Pi (j)

smallest of these.

and finding the

Comparing the squared distances

.. (j) 

X - P leads to the same

classification. We may write these squared distances as follows

.. (j) 

X - P X - iX.p 

(j) + .. (j) .. (j)

i P . P (16)



.. ..

The term X.X is the same for all i and j and thus does not influence
the comparison. We may multiply the remaining terms by - to obtain

the expression

(j ) 

(X)

p (j) . (j) .p (j)

(17)

The smallest distance now corresponds to the largest 

g. (j) (;) 

. Thus

(j ) 

the nearest mode classifier calculates all the g (X) for 1=1

,... ,

and j=l

,...

, L and places in that category whose index

associated with the largest

g. (j) 

(X) .

Examination of Eq. (17) reveals that each 

g. (j) 

(X) consists of

a constant plus a dot product between the pattern vector and the mode

vector. It will be convenient to imagine that this expression is com-

puted by a device we shall call a dot-product unit (DPU). The DPU

is illustrated in Fig. 1. For patterns with d components , the DPU

has (d+l) adjustable "weights " w
I' w

' ..., w
d' w d+l and computes a

weighted sum , S = i l wi xi + wd+l' of the pattern components. The

first d weights , represented by a weight vector W , correspond 

the d pattern components , and the extra (d+l)!!'weight allows a "bias

term to be added to the sum. It is often convenient to imagine that

this (d+l) weight multiplies a fictitious (d+l)th pattern component

which is set permanently equal to some convenient value such as +1. 

a nearest-mode classifier , each g. 

(j) 

), as given by Eq. (17), is

The DPU may be implemented by special electronic circuitry or its com-

put at ion performed by a general-purpose digital computer.
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computed by a DPU. Each weight vector is set equal to the corresponding

.. (j)

and the corresponding (d+l)th weights are set equal to

i p

. (j) .p (j)

The hypersurfaces of a nearest-mode classifier are given by

equations of the form

(j) - p 

(k)

p (j) p (j)

. P (k)
(k) = 0 (18)2 i 

Equation (18) is an equation of a hyperplane. This hyperplane is
-t (j)the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining p and

.. (k)
Some example surfaces for two-dimensional patterns are illus-

trated in Fig. 2

When there is only one mode per category, the nearest mode class-

ifier employs just DPU' s (for R categories). Each DPU computes a

dot product of the input pattern with a stored reference pattern repre-

sentat e' of the category. Such a classifier is often said to employ

standard template matching " or "matched filter" techniques. The gen-

eralization to more than one DPU per category enhances the utility and

performance of the classifier in those situations for which there is

more than one representative pattern per category. Such "multimodal

si tuat ions are prevalent in pattern-recognition tasks.

Piecewise Linear Machines

We have said that the nearest mode classifier employs

boundary hyperplanes that perpendicularly bisect the line segments

joining the modes. The hyperplanes are perpendicular to the line

segments because the weight vector of each DPU is made equal to a mode
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vector; they bisect the line segments because each (d+l) weight is

made equal to -i the squared length of a mode vector. If the (d+l)th

weights only are allowed to change , the hyperplanes will remain perpen-

dicular to line segments joining modes but will not necessarily bisect

them. (In fact , they might not cross the line segment s themselves , but

may cross their extensions instead. The resulting machine is no longer

a nearest mode classifier; we have called it a piecewise line ar (PWL)

machine 0 A typical set of boundary surfaces for a PWL machine is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The machine is called piecewise linear because
the boundary surfaces separating any two categories consist of segments

of hyperplanes.

The implementation of a PWL machine is illustrated in Fig. 4. A
PWL machine consists of banks of DPU s--one bank for each category.

A maximum selector indicates which bank contains the DPU with the

largest output. If the i -th bank contains the largest dot product

the input pattern is assigned to category i 

If each bank contains only one DPU we have a special case of a

PWL machine which we call a linear machine. A linear machine imple-

ments linear (i. e. hyperplane) boundary hypersurfaces separating two

categories. Each of the R regions thus formed in the pattern space is

an intersection of half spaces; therefore these regions are each convex.

The linear machine is ill ustrated in Fig. 
OTHER CLASSIFYING MACHINES

Dichotomizers

So far we have discussed the PWL machine and some special

cases OL it: the nearest mode classifier and the linear machine.
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Various other structures have been suggested for pattern classification;
we shall review them briefly here. These other structures all have one

common attribute: They consist of parallel organizations of simpler

two-category classifiers. We shall call a two-category classifier a

dichotomizer.

The simplest dichotomizer is perhaps a linear machine. For 2 J

a linear machine consists of two DPU' s followed by a maximum selector.
The maximum selector determines which DPU output is largest. This

determination could be made by comparing the difference of the DPU

outputs with a threshold value of zero. But this difference can be
computed by a single DPU whose weights are equal to the differences of

the weights of the original DPU. Such a structure , a DPU followed by

a threshold device , we shall call a threshold logic uni t (TLU) .

The TLU is illustrated in Fig. 6. The threshold element responds

with a +1 if the DPU output is positive , and it responds with a -1 if

the DPU output is negative. These two possible outputs are then asso-
ciated with, the two pattern categories.

One can combine several TLU' s to form a more complex dichotomizer

. 4called a committee mac lne. A committee machine is a dichotomizer
that bases its classification on the majority vote of an odd number of

trainable TLU's. h TLU responds with a +1 or l to any pattern

and a "vote-t aker" sums the output s of the TLU' s . This sum must be

either positive or negative , since there are an odd number of TLU'

If the sum is positive J the committee machine responds with an output

of +1; if the sum is negative , the committee machine responds with an

output oj -1. These two output s are then associated with the two pattern
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categories. The committee machine is illustrated in Fig. 7. This organ-
4 6ization has been used in at least two pattern-recognition devlces. 

Parallel Organization of Dichotomizers

One approach to the design of pattern-classifying systems for

more than two categories (R 2) has employed a parallel organization
of dichotomizers. The dichotomizers may be of any type; for example

they may be PWL machines , simple TLU' s , or committee machines. A class-

ifier employing som number , say q , of independent dichotomizers can

classify patterns into as many as 2q different categories since there

are 2q different possible output combinations. This type of dichotomi-

zer uses a code converter to implement a coding scheme whereby the 

pattern categories are associated with the 2q possible dichotomizer

output combinations. Such a classifier is illustrated in Fig. 80

It has been found useful to use a value of q such that 2q is much

larger than the number of categories R. Such a redundant use of dicho-
tomizers permits the use of error-correct ing code s . For example , suppose

q = 9 and R = 32 There exists a single-error-correction nine-bit

code with five informat ion bits. For each of the 32 code words belong-

ing to this code , there corresponds one of the pattern categories. This

correspondence defines the desired outputs for each of the nine dicho-

tomizers. When a pattern is presented to this machine the response of

fi ve of the dichotomizers can be used to specify the 32 categories

after any single errors have been corrected in the complete nine-bit

output.

Another type of code employs as many dichotomizers as there are

categories (q . R) Each dichotomizer is a specialist. The i th
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dichotomizer then would re spond with a +1 to all patterns in category

i and with a -1 to all other patterns. Here we must interpret illegal

response combinations (all R dichotomizers responding with a -1 , or more

than one dichotomizer responding with a +1) as a reject or confused

decision.

One of the outstanding research prGblems connected with the parallel

dichotomizer organization is the question: Which coding scheme to use?

Very little is yet known , for example , about the trade-off between

redundancy in the number of dichotomizers and accuracy of classification.

An important special case of the parallel dichotomizer organization

occurs when each dichotomizer consists of a single TLU. In this case

it would seem necessary to compensate for the simplicity of the

consti tuent dichotomizers by a more redundant use of them. Thus q is

usually very much larger than 

Some interesting coding schemes have been proposed to associate

the different combinations of TLU response with the pattern categories.

One such scheme , employed by a machine organization called Tokoloshe

used q = 63 and R = 64. There exists a code consisting of 64 code
words , each of 63 bits and each code word differing from the other code

words in precisely 32 bits. These 64 code words were used to define
the desired response \of the 63 TLU' s for each of ihe 64 pattern

categories. In using such a pattern classifier , the properties of

the code permit up to 15 errors in the individual TLU' s wifu out incur-

ring a classification error.

Similiar codes exist for any such that q = 2f-l whe re 

is ' any integer. They are called maximal-length shift-register sequences



and have the following properties:

(1) The code length is 2P -
1 bits.

(2) There are 2P distinct code words.

(3) Each code word differs from all

p-lthe others in precisely 2 bits

allowing up to 2 - errors.

Additional redundancy in the number of TLU dichotomizers can be

obtained by using codes employing a higher ratio of word length to num-

ber of words. For e ample , a maximal-length shift-register sequence

code wi th 2 could be used. Suppose p = 6 and R = 16

this case , the 64 different code words might be assigned to the 16

categories by associating four code words with each category. This

extra redundancy permits a larger number of permissible combinations of

TLU responses for each category.

Other types of codes might also be used for this type of organ-

izat ion. It has been suggested that it would be appropriate for the

code words corresponding to the pattern categories to differ from each

other in a manner that reflects the relative importance of each category

and the relative costs of errors. Thus , if it is important to avoid

confusing Categories i and j, the corresponding code words should

differ in a large number of bits.

Except for some of these intuit uve sugge st ions , which experience

has not yet raised above the level of doubt , very little is yet know

about how best to provide the requisite redundancy of TLU' s in such a

classifier.

It is interesting to note that a pattern classifier consisting of



parallel committee machine dichotomizers could also be interpreted as

a parallel organization of single TLU dichotomizers. This is so be-

cause each committee dichotomizer consists of a layer of parallel TLU t s.

The TLU I S from the different dichotomizers can be lumped together and

a code spe ified that would yield the same category decisions as does

the combination of committee machines.

Processors

Each of the pattern classifiers that we have considered so

far used the same basic element: a dot-product unit.

If the DPU weight set is represented by the vector W and a (d+l 

)!!

weight w , then for any pattern X , the dot-product unit computesd+l

-- 

X.W + w 

d 1 (19)

The adjustable parameters of this sum (i. , the components uf W and

) occur linearly in S , and many of the theoretical results con-d I
cerned with trainable classifiers depend only on thi fact. These

results are easily generalized9 to machines containing elements that

compute weighted sums of functions of the components of X .

If the pattern X is transformed by some non-adjustable vector-

-.. ..

valued function P(X) into a new set of components , these new compon-
ents can be used as the input to the trainable pattern clas ifier often

with enhanced results. We speak of any device making such a transforma-,,,

tion as a !-processor.

An example of a f-processor is a device which for any patte rn X

d (d +3 )with d components (x l J x2' ... , x produces a set of new



c omponen t s which are all the products the taken up to two

(i. x ).time

...,

l x x x 

...

d-I

...

I 3

These d (d+3) components can then be applied the dot-product un its
of a pattern classifier. If the pattern classifier is a TLU , the com-

bination of a !-processor and a trainable TLU can implement hypersur-

faces much more complex than the hyperplane implemented by a TLU alone.

For example , when product s of up to two of the x are computed by a

processor , the tandem combination can implement general hyperquadric

surfaces that have significantly more power to dichotomize pattern sets

than does the simpler hyperplane.

Thus , the processor is a technique to enhance the classification

power of relatively simple trainable organizat ions. Additional research
is needed to determine whether or not it competes favorably with the

techniques involving the more complex trainable organizat ions that we

have already described.

THE PROBLEM OF TRAINING PATTERN-CLASSIFYING MACHINES

Some of the pattern-classifier structures we have discussed were

the consequences of what appeared to be reasonable methods of using a

- .

training set of patterns to classify other patterns whose categories

are unknown. For example , nearest-mode classification is one method

of using the training patterns. This method led us to consider the PWL
machine structure. We have noted that other structures consisting of

parallel combinations of TLU' s might also be useful as pattern class-

ifiers. Having compiled a list of interesting classifier structures
we could reconsider as a separate problem the task of training these

structur s. Training now means adjusting the DPU weights



such that the structure performs acceptably on the patterns in the train-

ing set Our attention during this project has been devoted primarily

to the pr blem of training linear and PWL machines. Some methods for

training the other types of structures have been considered previously

in other projects.

At least two approaches can guide the training of linear and PWL

machines. One of these is to adjust the weight vectors in such a way

that they seek centers of high pattern density. We shall call this

type of training mode-seeking training. Another approach is to present

patterns to the machine in an iterative. manner and make correcting ad-

justments in the weight vectors if and only if the maohine misclassifies

a pattern. We shall call this type of training error-correction train-

ing The weight vectors that result from error-correction training will

not necessarily have obvious relationships to modes of the pattern dis-

tribution since the training process terminates whenever all of the

patterns in the training set are classified correctly.

Both approaches to training a linear machine are fairly well under-

stood, Mode-seeking training of a linear machine is generally only

appropriate when there is only one mode per category. In this case

these modes are usually well estimated by the center of gravity of the

patterns in each category.

Error correqtion traini.j1g methods for linear machines are known

which are guaranteed to be successful whenever the patterns in the train-

ing sets can be perfectly .classified by a linear machine. These methods

See Ref. 6 and 10 for a discussion of committee machine training and

Ref. 7 for a discussion of parallel TLU training.



are discussed in detail in the next section.

The problem of training a PWL machine is more complex , and our

knowledge is incomplete. Mode-seeking training is difficult because

most procedures for estimating the modes of multimodal distributions

from samples are cumbersome. Some error-correction training methods

have been suggested and tested , and these are generally much simpler

to apply than the mode-seeking methods. We shall discuss the status of

both of these training methods for PWL machines in detail in the next

sect ion.



II TRAINING METHODS

LINEAR MACHINES

We have mentioned two training methods for linear and PWL machines:

mode-seeking and error-correction training. When mode-seeking training

is used to train a linear machine, the tacit assumption of u imodality is

made. That is we assume that each category consists of a single cluster

of patterns The center of gra vi ty of each cluster would then serve as

a mode or "typical pattern" for each category Computing the center of

gravi ty of a set of patterns is a straightforward matter and needs no

further comment here. Therefore we shall proceed imredia tely to a dis-

cussion of error correct ion training methods 

Several error-correction tralnlng met 0 s are known for a special

case of the linear machine , the TLU Recently, these methods have been

generalized to linear machines with R 2. We shall discuss here one
method , called the fixed-increment training rule 

A linear machine for R / 2 was illustrated in Fig 0 50 It consists

of R DPU' s and a maximum selector The outputs of the R DPU' s are given

by the expressions:

-+ 

i o
+ wd+l (20)

for 1 .. 0 ' R

The vectors W are called weight vectors. The components of the
i th weight vector are given by W " W ..., W The (d+l)th weight

d+l provides a bias term that is independent of the pattern.



We assume tha t we are given a fixed , fini te , linearly separable set

of training patterns. That is , we assume that there exists a linear machine

called a solution mach ine , that correctly classifies all of the training

patterns. We desire to train the linear machine by adjusting its weights

so that it responds correctly to every pattern in the training set. A

response to a pattern in category i is correct only if the output of the

DPU is the largest.

The fixed-increment error correction procedure is guaranteed to find

a set of solution weights when they exist. In this procedure , each pattern

in the training set is presented one a t a time in any sequence. Arbitrary

ini tial weights are selected for the machine and adjustments of these are

made cnly when the machine responds incorrectly to any training pa ttern.
Suppose that a pattern , X , belonging to category i , is presented wi th the

result that some DPU, say the 

(j 

i) has an output sum larger than

tha t of the i th. That is , the machine erroneously places. X in ca tegory j.
The weights used by, both the i and the j DPU' s will then be modified.

Let the weights of the ith and DPU' s prior to modification be

denoted by

i th DPU

and d+l

j th DPU

and wd+l

If the same weights after adjustment are denoted by prlmes the adjustment
o;.

rule can then be wri tten as follows:



+ aX

+ aw d+l , i w d+l , i
and (21)

.. 

w d+l

, j

w d+l

, j

- a

where a , a positive constant , is called the correction increment. The

effect of the adjustment is to increase the output of the i th DPU while
II decreasing the output of the DPU. It has been proven that t lS

error correction procedure , using any positive value of a , is guaranteed

to find a set of solution weights after only a fini te number of adjustments

if such a set exists. Observe that for R = 2 this error correct on rule

is identical wi th the well-known rule for training a TLU.

The above rule has been studied during this project by Duda who has

developed more general conditions for weight modifica tion that are sufficient

to guarantee convergence. These condi tions allow modifications to the

weights other than those given by Eq. (21) but include those of . Eq. (21) as

a special case. Duda ' s general condi t ions on the training rule are s ta ted

and convergence is proven in an appendix to this report.

PIECEWISE LINER MACHINES

Mode-seeking Training

Stark' s method

The problem of locating centers of high pattern densi ty has

not yet been solved in an entirely satisfactory manner. Some iterative



methods have been proposed and we ha ve conducted some experiments wi 

these. Many of these experiments have been with two-dimensional patterns,

because the resul ts can then be easily visualized and displayed. In thi s

sect ion we shall give a brief expos i t ion of some of these mode-seeking

methods and illustrate them wi th a description of our experiments with

two-dimensional pa tterns .

The first mOde-seeking method wi th which we have experimented is a

rela tj.vely simple one adapted from a procedure originally suggested by

Stark , Okaj ima and Whipple We shall call it Stark' s method here , al-

though we realize tha t it probably has since been modified and improved.

Stark' s method is an iterative procedure for adjusting weight vectors

such that , finally, each weight vector is the center of gravity of all of

the patterns closest to it. Let the ini tial weight vectors be selected

arbi trarily. We arrange the training pa tterns in to a training sequence

and examine them one at a time. We shall descri be what happens upon

examina tion of the kth pattern in the training sequence. Suppose this

pattern is denoted by X We now look for that weight vector that is

closest (Euclidean distance) to Suppose at the k stage. the j 

weigh t vector , denoted by W (kJ is closest Then , only this

closest weight vector is adjusted and all other weight vectors are left fixed.

*One possible selection is to set each of them equal to a different training

pa ttern.

les are resolved by an arbi trary rule such as: Select that weight vector
whose index is smallest.



The adjustment made to this closest weigh t vector is to move it part way

along a line directed toward the pattern Xk 

The adjusted weight vector W , (k+l J is then given by the following

expression:

(k+lJ

.. 

N W (kJ + (22)

N+l

where the number times that this weight vector had been adjusted

before. Thus, the change in the weight vector is calculated to treat equally

all of the patterns affecting it. Other averages could be used; particular

it may be advantageous to weight recent patterns more strongly than patterns

occurr1ng earlier in the training sequence.

The reader is invited to test the above rule graphically using simple

clusters of two-dimensional pa tterns. Each pattern is considered in sequence
and the closest weight vector is moved toward that pattern. After many steps

the actual motions become smaller and smaller at each step due to the

averag1ng process. Eventually the weight vectors settle down at locations

that are centers of gravity of subsets of the patterns; it is hoped that each

of these final subsets corresponds to a cluster of patterns.

We shall illustrate Stark' s method by an experimen t using 225 two-dimen-

sional patterns. These patterns are plotted as points in Fig. 9. These

points are grouped in 9 clusters of 25 points each; each cluster is numbered

as 1n Fig. 9. point in each cluster is taken to be the "center" of the

cluster. These center points are:
, 8.

4 .0 , 9.
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, 4.

, 5.

, 7.

8 . , 6. 0

, 2.

, 3.

, 1.

The other points in each cluster were chosen to appear as if they were

drawn from bivariate normal distributions with = 0. 5. Cluster membership
is obvious for most of the patterns in Fig. 9 although the members of

Clusters 5 and 6 tend to intermingle. Our test of Stark' s method began wi 

nine initial weight vectors all residing at the point 5.

The set of 225 patterns was arranged in random order , the first few

patterns were:

(91 12), (94 , 13), (10 , 40), (81 , 59), (61 , 28), (58 , 30), (43 , 86), etc.

After one cycle through the list of 225 patterns the weight vectors occupied

the following positions (to four decimal places):

After I cycle

We igh t Vector Residing in Cluster Number

9 . 240 9800

I ,.9837 0204 between 3 and 7

4780 6. 5240 between 5 and 6

5 . 9481 9444

'i.9800 8. 5240 between I and 2

5 . 3200 5 . 4200



After 1 cycle (cont' d)

Weight Vector Residing in Cluster Number

5 . 2000 7875

4 . 7000 1375

4 . 6000 6667

Two more cycles through the patterns did not disturb the general locations

of the weight vectors. In fact only the last two of the nine weight vectors

were moved at all during these tvlO cycles and these only slightly. The last

two weight vectors on the list now occupied the following posi tions:

7455 , 5. 1773

5273 , 4. 6727

The locations of all nine weight vectors at the end of the third cycle

are marked by small squares (tJ) in Fig. 10.

A verbal discussion of the results of this experiment will help to

reveal some of the limi ta tions of Stark' s method. Of the nine mode-seeking

weight vectors , two loca ted the centers of Clusters 8 and 9 , respectively.

Three others located the centers of cluster pairs These cluster pairs were

1-2 , 5-6 , and 3-7. The four remaining weight vectors remained .close to their
origin wi thin Cluster 4. These four weight vectors each migrated to th8

center of a "subcluster" wi thin Cluster 4. Thus, our experiment wi th Stark'

method revealed two types of "misbehavior

(I) Some weight vectors stabilized in intercluster space at the center.

of-gravi ty of pairs of clusters

(2) Some weight vectors stabilized at the center of gravity of a

subset of a cluster.

Ref rring to Fig. 10 , it would have been encouraging had one of the Clusters

3 or 7 attracted one of the "extra" weight vectors from within Cluster 4 so
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tha t Clusters 3 and 4 would have each had a weight vector. But the single
weight vector lying between Clusters 3 and 7 is already closer to each of

the patterns in these two clusters than are any of the weight vectors in

Cluster 4. Therefore condi tions allowed Stark' s process to stabilize before

each cluster had its own weight vector.

Since we can envision circumstances in which we would desire that

every cluster have its own weight vector , we would like other mode-seeking

methods that are more apt to ensure that result. Perhaps what is needed is

to modify Stark' s method by adding some extra features. One useful feature

might be to lump together weight vectors which are "too close" (thus elimi-

na ting all but one of the weight vectors within Cluster 4). Another useful
fea ture might be to spli t weight vectors lying at the center of clusters

which are "too extensive" (thus creating a pair of weight vectors ' to handle

Clusters 3 and 7 , for example). We shall see in the next section that a

process developed by Ball and Hall at SRI called ISODATA incorporates just

these features.

ISOM. TA

G. Ball and D. Hall of SRI have developed a mode-seeking

process called ISOMTA , which is quite closely related to Stark' s method.

Al though ISODfTA was not actually developed as a modification of Stark'

method , 1t is easier to describe it as if it were.

Suppose we fi rst modify Stark' s method by saving all weight vector

. .

modifications until the end of each cycle through the pattern set. Let the
initial weight vectors occupy arbitrary but different positions. Then each

oycle consists first of determining for each weight vector that subset



of patterns which are closer to that weight vector than to the other weight

vectors. Each weight vector is then moved to the center of gravi ty of
its corresponding subset. So far the process is the same as Stark' s method

except the weight adjustments are made in response to the complete set of

training patterns simultaneously rather than in response to one pattern at a

time. After moving the weight vectors , the pattern subsets closest to each
reloca ted-weight vector are re-established , their centers of gravity computed

and the weight vectors moved again. This process continues for as many

steps as might be required. Each step is called a cycle

In ISODATA there are also provisions for splitting, combining and dis-

carding weight vectors. These three operations can occur if appropriate

after every relocation of the weight vectors or more infrequently.

Discarding weight vectors is subject to the following discard test:

If the number of patterns closest to a given weight vector falls below a

cri tical threshold e , then that weight vector is discarded.

Combining weight vectors is subject to the following combining test:

If the Euclidean distance between two weight vectors falls below a critical.

distance , e ' then these two weight vectors are combined in a new weight

vector located at the center of gravi ty of the combined associated subsets

of patterns.

Spli tting a weight vector is subject to the following splitting test:

The marginal standard deviations (the standard deviations of each of the

d components) are computed for each subset of the patterns. If for any
pattern subset a marginal standard deviation is larger than a critical value



E ' then the weight vector at the center of gravity of that subset is split

into two weight vectors. The components of the two new weight vectors are

the same as those of the original weight vector except for that component

corresponding to the maximum standard deviation. To the value of this

component is added a posi tive increment (small compared to the average

pattern component value) for one of the new weight vectors and a negative

increment of the same size for the other new weight vector.

To avoid combining weight vectors that have just been spli t , it is

convenient to adopt the conventions: Allow spli tting at the end of odd-

numbered cycles only and allow combining after even-numbered cycles only.

Wi th the addi tion of these features , marked mOde-seeking improvement

over Stark' s simple method is seen. An experiment using ISODATA on the

pattern set illustrated in Fig. 9 was conducted using five initial weight

vectors. These five weight vectors , denoted by circles , are illustrated

in Fig. II. The discard , combining and splitting parameters for this

experiment were:

8 C

The result of the first cycle is depicted in Fig. 11. The subsets of

patterns closest to each of the original five weight vectors are separated

by the line segments shown. Weight Vectors 1 , 3 and 4 are moved to the

center of gravity posi tions marked by squares (eJ). Weight Vectors 2 and 5
are also moved and then subsequently spli t , since for these pattern subsets

B was exceeded and the first cycle is an odd-
numbered one. (8 was also

exceeded for the pattern subset surrounding Weight Vector 3 , but Weight
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Vector 3 was not split at this time because during this particular experi-

ment an added condi tion was required before splitting. This condi tion was
that the average distance from the center of gravi ty of a subset of patterns

to all pa tterns in the subset had to exceed this same quanti ty averaged

over all subsets.

The resul t of the next cycle of the process is shown in Fig. 12.

Here the weight vectors are moved to their new center of gravity positions

but no splitting is allowed because this is an even-numbered cycle. During

the third cycle , illustrated in Fig. 13 , Weight Vectors 3 and 5 are spl it.

There are now nine weight vectors , one for each cluster. The final result

after four cycles of ISODATA is shown in Fig. 14. Here the nine weight

vectors are each in the center of a cluster , and the mode-seeking process

has been successfully completed.

The provisions for generating new weight vectors and discarding others

is an important feature of ISO TA. Yet these provisions require specifi-

cation of the process parameters BN' BE' and B
If these parameters

were selected inappropriately in our experiment just described, . the process

might not have stabilized wi th weight vectors at the centers of all nine

clusters. For example , selection of the splitting parameter , BE ' is
cri tical. In our experiment B was set at 0.5. The patterns in each
cluster were initially chosen so that the standard deviation would be

approxima tely 0. 5 (the actual standard deviations were slightly less than

5). If B were set much lower than 0. , more splitting would have

occured and some pattern clusters would have had two or more veight vectors.
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If 8 were set much larger than 0. , clusters that were close together

(e.g. , Clusters 5 and 6) would probably have had to share a single weight

vector. One improvement to ISO TA would be a provision for weight vector

birth that does not depend so cri tically on the selection of some process

parameter.

We have omitted from our discussion of Stark' s method and ISO

one important aspect of the pattern-classification problem. Usually we

ha ve vaila ble the knowledge of the categories of the training patterns;

yet , the patterns shown in Fig. 9 were not di vided into category sets. One

way in which these mode-seeking methods could take into account category

informa tion is to repeat the mode-seeking process for each a tegory of

patterns. Thus the patterns in Fig. 9 might be regarded as all belonging
to the same category, say Category 1. Another group of patterns might be
the training patterns for Category 2; an independent process might operate

simul taneously to find the centers of clusters of the Category 2 patterns

etc. In this way the centers of all clusters of patterns would be found
and these "modes" could be used as the weight vectors of a closest-mode

clas ifying machine.

This suggestion for the utilization of category information suffers

from one serious drawback , however Clusters of pa tterns belonging to

different categories should exert interdependent (rather than independent)

influence on the final posi tions of the weight vectors. To illustrate why

this should be so , consider the final posi tions of the weight vectors in

Ii.Fig. 14. Suppose all of the pa tterns in that figure are regarded as be-

longing to Category I. Then Weight Vectors 5 and 9 , for example , could be



combined into one weight vector with no increase in error rate for a closest

mode classifier if the Category 2 patterns closest to this combined 5-9 mode

lie at some remote distance. Thus , a process that considers all patterns of

all categories simul taneously could lead to a closest-mode classifier re-

quiring fewer weight vectors than the total number of clusters. This process
must be capable of finding of the clusters, however , if the closest mode-

classifier requires them in order to perform optimal classification.

A mode-seeking method will be described in the next section , which

requires fewer arbitrary process parameters than ISODATA and also uses the

pattern category information in an interesting way.

Rosen-Hall Method

An interesting mode-seeking method utilizing pattern-category

information has been suggested by C. Rosen and D. Hall of SRI during this

project. This process, which we call the Rosen-Hall method , operates in
the following way: An ifii tial weight vector is selected to represent each

ca tegory. Thus , for an R-ca tegory problem, we begin with R weight vectors.

These initial weight vectors can be conveniently established by .selecting

at r ndom one training pattern from each category and setting the initial

weight vectors equal to these patterns.

We next determine the subsets of training patterns closest to each

weight vector as in the ISO TA process. Now , however , each pattern in a

subset that does not belong to the same category as the weight vector of

that subset is put on an ERROR list. The ERROR list will sometimes have
pa tterns on it belonging to all R categories.



The patterns on the ERROR list are now grouped according to ca tegory.

If more than N
l patterns of a given category, say Category i , occur on the

ERROR list then a new weight vector is established for Ca tegory i. The

new weight vector is set equal to that pattern in Category i on the ERROR

list which is farthest (Euclidean distance) from the original Category 

weight vector. Thus after establishing an ERROR list we may establish

some new weight vectors equal to some of the patterns on the ERROR list.
We next move each original weight vector , if it qualifies , to the

center of gravity of the subset of patterns closest to it , excluding those

patterns on the ERROR list. A weight vector does not qualify for motion

if the number of patterns in its subset is smaller than N
2 ' . If a weight

vector does not qualify, it is discarded. None of the weight vectors just
created from the ERROR list are either moved or discarded during this cycle.

The first cycle of the process is now complete.

The second and subsequent cycles of the process are the same as the

first wi th the exception that what are regarded as original weight vectors

a t the beginning of any cycle are all the weight vectors surviving and

genera ted during the previous cycle. New weight vectors are now set up

to be those patterns on the ERROR list farthest from any existing like-
ca tegory weight vector.

The Rosen-Hall method was applied to the patterns in Fig. 9. The

process parameters during thi s experiment were N and N 10.

This time , however , the patterns of Fig. 9 were grouped into five categories.

These patterns and the category groupings are shown in Fig. 15. Note that o;.

the Category 2 and Category 3 patterns are unimodal , the Category 1 and

Category 5 patterns are bi-modal , and the Category 4 patterns are tri-modal.
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We pegin wi th fi ve weight vectors: These are shown in Fig. 16 where
they are depicted as circles. The subsets of patterns closest to each of

the original weight vectors are separa ted by the line segments shown.

There are 83 patterns on the ERROR list; they include some Category 1

Category 4 and Category 5 patterns. Three new weight vectors are created
one for each of these three categories represented on the ERROR list.
These new weight vectors are illustra ted as triangles ) in Fig. 16.

All five of the original weight vectors qualify for motion , and these are
moved to the center of gravi ty positions marked wi th a square ((J) in Fig. 16.

Progress during the second cycle is shown in Fig. 17. One of the
Category 5 weight vectors is discarded. There are 68 patterns on the ERROR
list , and these lead to the creation of two new weight vectors. The in ter-

mingling of Category 1 and Category 3 patterns from adjacent clusters always

causes some Category 1 and/or Category 3 patterns on the ERROR list. These

errors would have led to the creation of unnecessary new weight vectors had

been too low.

After the third cycle , each of the nine clusters has a weight vector

at its center. These are illustra ted in Fig. 18. After the third cycle

the si tua tion stabilizes wi th a total of only two patterns on the ERROR

list. These are the patterns: (6. , 4. 0), a member of Category 4 but

closer to a Category 5 weight vector; and (7. , 7. 0), a member of Category 1

but coincident wi th a Category 3 weight vector. Thus a closest-mode classi-
fier using the weight vectors established by the Rosen-Hall method would

make only two errors on the training patterns , less than I percent.
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The above experiment is representative of the few that have been con-

ducted using the Rosen-Hall method. This method appears to have many advan-

tages over the other methods described for mode seeking. It has fewer
process parameters than ISO TA; the two that it does have are easily set.

Typically N should be set to reflect the expected percentage error of

the classifier on the training patterns, but its exact value is not too

cri tical. The value of N should depend on the size of the training set

and the number of weight vectors available. For example , if we had 5000

training patterns , we might reasonably insist on having at least 100 patterns

in a cluster if we had around 50 weight vectors available. Perhaps in this

case we might let N be somewhat lower than 100 , say 50.

The Rosen-Hall method can also be modified to handle a pattern at a

time in iterative fashion. In this modification , yet to be teste , we would

presen t pa t tern at a time and select ini tial weigh t vectors in some

arbi trary fashion. Suppose a pattern belonging to Category i is presented.

We would first determine the closest weight vector. If the closest weight
vector is a Category i weight vector we would move it a short distance toward

the attern. The distance would be calculated so that each weight vector
would always be a running average of all patterns toward which it moved. If

the closest weight vector was not a Category i weight vector we would not

move any of the weight vectors but would instead put the pattern on the ERROR

list. This process would continue until the ERROR list grew large enough
at which time new weight vectors would be established as before.

Error-Correction Training

The Two Aspects of Training PWL Machines

An al ternative to mode-seeking training of PWL machines is



error-correct ion tra ining. We have seen that there do exist error-correct ion

training methods for linear machines that are guaranteed to terminate in

zero-error solutions if such exist. No error-correction. methods for PWL

machines exist that carry the same guarantee , however. Some error-correction

adjustment procedures have been suggested that have proved useful in a

variety of experiments, but unfortunatelly these methods do not always lead

to a zero-error solution when it exists. Some of these experiments will be

described late , but first we shall discuss in more detail the problems of

training a PWL machine.

The problem of error-correction training of a PWL machine has two

aspects. First , the weight vectors themselves must be adjusted in response

to classification errors. Second , the weight vectors must be organized

into R banks. This organization should be regarded as a training problem

since it might be unknown beforehand how many weight vectors should be in

each bank. Thus, training also involves shuffling the weight vectors from

bank to bank (i. e., from category to category) until some appropriate

organization is found.

Wha:t is needed , then , to train PWL machines is a method of adjusting

weight vectors and a method for transferring them from bank to bank.

Preferably, these training -procedures should be i tera ti ve so that compli-

ca ted analyses of large pattern sets might be avoided. The simplest , and

perhaps most desirable , procedure would involve forming a training sequence

of patterns and presenting these patterns

, -

one at a time , to the machine. At

each pattern presentation the machine may be adjusted by changing weight



vectors, by transferring weight vectors among the banks , or both.

The second aspect of training might be avoided by ensuring a surplus

of weight vectors in each bank , although such an exuberant use of weight

vectors might be grossly uneconomical in terms of equipment and training

time. If the total number of weight vectors were limi ted , it might then
become important to be able to move them from banks where they weren

needed to banks where they were needed.

No completely satisfactory i tera tive methods have yet been proposed

for transferring weight vectors among the banks, although later we shall

discuss some preliminary experiments tested with some proposed methods.

An Error-Correction Method for Adjusting

Weight Vectors in a PWL Machine.

The following procedure was suggested by Nilsson for

training a PWL Machine. It is an error-correction method which adjusts

weight vectors but leaves their distributions wi thin the banks fixed. 
application of this method then , some arbitrary number of weight vectors

must be assigned to each bank.

*Perhaps it would be useful to regard the matter of transferring weight

vectors among the banks in terms of a birth and death process and a pool of

extra" weight vectors. Whenever a weight vector is found to be superfluous

wi thin a gi ven bank , it should be transferred from the bank to the pool (death).

Whenever a bank needs an extra weight vector , one should be transferred to

that bank from the pool--provided that the pool is not empty (birth). What 

needed now are rules defining when a weigh t vector wi thin a bank is no longer

neSded there and when a new weight vector is needed wi thin .a bank.



Training patterns are presented to the PWL machine one at a time for

trial. After presenting a pa ttern that the machine classifies correctly,

we make no changes in any of the weight vectors. Suppos , however , that a

pa ttern , X belonging to Category i causes an incorrect response. Such

would be the case if the bank

, j

, contained the DPU wi th the

largest output. The adjustment method first subtracts X from the weight

vector used by this DPU in the bank. Of those DPU' s in the i bank,

we next determine which has the largest output for X. The corresponding

weight vector is adjusted by the addition of X. The intui ti ve basis for

such a procedure is clear; it is an attempt to apply something like the

linear machine error-correction procedure to a structure containing more

than one DPU per bank.

We shall illustrate the application of this error-correction 'pro-

cedure using the 225 two-dimensional patterns grouped into five categories

as shown in Fig. 15. Our illustration experiment will assign as many 'DPU' s

to each bank as there are clusters of patterns in the corresponding category.

(In experiments to be described later we did not always assign the "correct

number of dot-product uni ts per bank). In this experiment , the PWL machine

had two DPU' s in Bank 1, one DPU in Bank 2 , one DPU in Bank 3 , 3 DPU' s in

Bank 4, and 2 DPU' s in Bank 5. This PWL machine is illustrated in Fig. 19.
Betore beginning the experiments, the patterns in Fig. 15 were first

translated by subtracting 5. 0 from each pattern component. This trans-

lation sh1fted the entire pattern set so that it was centered about the

origin of the two-dimensional space rather than lying completely wi thin

t quadrant. Experience with the PWL machine error-correction rule
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has shown that such centering of the patterns is necessary to prevent some

of the first-adjusted DPU' s from being permanently frozen out of act ion.

(If all of the patterns had positive components, some DPU' s will soon

have each weight negative , leading to perpetually negative dot-products.

Then those DPU' s with posi tive components will be the only ones ever to

be adjusted.

The modified patterns were randomly ordered and the resul ting list

of patterns was presented to the PWL . machine cyclicly. The machine was

trained using the error-correction rule described above and beginning

wi th all weights set ini tially equal to zero. The history of the training

process is summarized in Fig. 20. Notice that the number of corrections
required during a cycle diminishes rapidly with each cycle. During the

16th cycle only four corrections were needed. These corrections and those

of the next two cycles result in a set of weights requiring only two cor-

rect ions during the 19th cycle. It is interesting to examine the decision

surfaces at the end of the 19th cycle. The weights obtained after this
cycle lead to decision surfaces separating the pattern categories which

are quite good indeed. These are shown in Fig. 21. It can be seen by

this figure that the trained PWL machine using these decision surfaces

will make only I error on the 225 training patterns. This pattern is one
of the two with components (2. , 2.0). One member of this pair of identical
patterns belongs to Category I and the other to Category 3 , leading to an

inevi table error. This inevi tabili ty of error keeps the error-correction

process continuing indefinitely al though the error rate remains small. If
additional patterns, clustered near the training patterns, were classified
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according to the decision regions of Fig. 21, we could expect that these
pa tterns also would be classified wi th very few errors.

In Fig. 21 we have labeled each region according to which DPU has

the highest output for patterns in that region. Note that two of the

DPU' s (6 and 8) never have the largest outputs for any patterns and thus

can be ejected from the trained PWL machine. This fact leads us to predict

that we would have been able to train a PWL machine with only seven DPU'

to perform as well , even though there are nine clusters of patterns. The

PWL machine is often able to group clusters of the same category into a

single region wi th a consequent saving in required DPU' s. (In our experi-

ment, two clusters of Category 4 patterns and the two clusters of Category 5

pa tterns were grouped together.

The values of the weights used by the PWL machine (Fig. 19) implemen-

t ing the decision surfaces of Fig. 21 are as follows:

DPU Number

21.

22. -3.

-0. 22.

14.

21. -15.

-13. -3.

-2.

-8. -26.

4 .
Bank I

-7.

-7. Bank 2

Bank 3

Bank 4

. .

Bank 5



During this experiment , the w
a weights multiplied an 

input component

a' always equal to 
I. 5. The choice of a value for thi s (d+l) input is

sometimes cri tical. It has been found experimentally that a reasonable
choice is often the average value of the other pattern components.

TRANSFERRING WEIGHT VEC'ORS AMONG MNK DURING TRAINING

Some preliminary experimenting with plausible rules for weight vector

transferring has been completed during this project. Our experiments were

inspired by the following empirically determined factors:

(1) When a bank contains more DPU' s than needed to achieve correct

classifica tion of the training patterns , then often one or more

DPU' s wi thin this bank never contributes the highest dot product.

(2) When a bank , say the i , contains fewer DPU' s than needed,

then during training either there will be a large number of

Ca tegory i training patterns classified in error or the i 

bank will often have the highest dot product for non-Category 

pa t terns.

Our experiments typically began with some arbitrary number of DPU' s in

each bank. These DPU' s were trained by the error-correction training process

and were periodicaTly checked for the occurrence of one or the other of the

above two factors. At these periods if Factor (1) were present , a DPU was

removed from the appropriate bank; if Factor (2) were present , a DPU was

added to the appropriate bank. Two questions arise in connection wi th adding

a DPU to a bank. First one must decide how many errors (of each kind) to

tolera te in connection wi th Factor (2) before deciding to add a DPU. Second

having decided to add a DPU, one must decide on the initial value of its



weight vector.

Our experiments so far have been inconclusive. In some of these we

have been able to modify a PWL machine with a poor initial DPU distribution

into a PWL machine that correctly classifies all of the training patterns.

Other experiments have been unsuccessful in this regard. It is to be hoped
tha t future experimenting will evolve a satisfactory PWL machine training

rule covering both aspects of training: weight vector adjustment and DPU

transferral.



III ERROR-CORRECTION TRINING EXERIMENTS

PUE OF TH EXERIMENTS

In the previous section we described several methods for training

I inear and PWL machines and illustrated the operation of these methods

by applying them to two-dimensional training patterns. The question
. remains how efficient these methods are when applied to high dimensional

patterns. In this section , we shall describe experiments in which linear
and PWL machines were trained on 10-dimensional analog and IOO-dimensional

binary patterns using the error-correction procedure. Mode-seeking training

using high dimensional patterns has not been tested during thi s project

al though some experiments on ISODA have been independently performed by

Ball and Hall.
13 

We shall also present experimental results comparing the

PW machine and a network of commi ttee machines trained by error-correction

methods on the same training patterns.

. In the two-dimensional experiments described in the last section , we

could est ima te visual!y the qual i ty of the performance of a trained machine

on classifying patterns similar but not identical to those in the training

set. The performance of a trainable pattern classifier on an independent
test set of patterns is of crucial importance and necessitates explicit

experimental investigation for higher dimensional, patterns. Of course , in

these experiments we are still interested in the speed of training and in

the effects of various arbitrary training rule parameters on both training

speed and performance on independent test patterns.



In order to evaluate the adequacy of performance of the trained

machine on independent test patterns , careful attention was gi ven to the

problem of selecting training and testing patterns. If the patterns are

governed by completely known probabili ty distributions , a trainable

pattern classifier can be evaluated by comparing its performance with the

optimum performance. Therefore , it was decided to use artificially gener-

a ted patterns for which the components were normally distributed and for

which the optimum performance was known. In the majori ty of the experiments

the distributions for patterns in the same category were multimodal , the

patterns being drawn from unimodal subclasses. The properties of these
sets of Gaussian patterns will be described in the next section.

THE TEN-DIMENSIONAL GAUSSIAN PATTERNS

The artificially generated patterns were obtained by adding Gaussian

random noise to 80 ten-dimensional prototype vectors. The components of

these vectors (deri ved by scaling the first 80 rows of a table of random

digi ts were odd integers from -99 to 99 , and the resul ting prototype

vectors were approximately uniformly distributed throughout a ten-dimen-

sional hypercube centered at the origin.

Four different types of patterns were generated: unimodal spherical

unimodal ellipsoidal , mul timodal spherical , and mul timodal ellipsoidal. The

unimodal patterns were di vided into 80 categories , the i prototype vector

being a mean vector for patterns in the i category. The mul timodal patterns

resul ted from combining these 80 categories as subclasses in a 32-ca tegory

problem. Eight of the resul ting categories were unimodal J eight were bi-

modal , eight were trimodal , and eight we quadrimodal , the exact subclass



assignments being shown in Table I. In all cases, enough noisy sample
pa tterns were generated to represent all of the modes equally. Thi s means

that the a priori probabilities p(i) were equal for the unimodal data , but

had a 4: I range for the mul t imodal da ta 

Sample patterns for each category were generated by adding zero-mean

Gaussian noise to the components of the prototype vectors. For the spherical

data , the noise components were statistically independent wi th a common

standard deviation cr. For the unimodal spherical data , it is easy to

evaluate Eq (1) and obtain an optimal classifier. The optimum performance

of course , depends on cr, and its' variation with cr is shown in Fig. 22. For

the mul timodal spherical data , it is believed that these results closely

approximate the optimum performance , since the overlap between subclasses

was not great , and since subclasses of the same category turned out to be

very m:y confused.

The optimal classifier for the unimodal spherical data is merely a

minimum-distance c aSS1 1er ; a pattern is classified by measuring its

distance from the average (mean) of the patterns in each category, and

by assigning it to the category corresponding to the nearest mean. While

such a classifier is a reasonable choice for unimodal data , it is not well

sui tad for mul timodal data. When such a classifier was used wi th the

mul timodal spherical patterns, it misclassified 40 percent of the patterns

wi th . cr = 0 , and 54 percent wi th cr = 25.



TABLE I SUBCLSS ASS IGNMETS FOR MU T I MODAL M TA

Unimodal Mul timodal Unimodal Mul t imnca 1
Ca tegory Ca tegory Ca tegory Ca tegory

28 , 29 , 30

, 41 , 42

, 50 , 51 , 52

, 54 , 55 , 56

57 , 58 , 59 , 60

, 63

67 ,

, 20 , 70 , 71 , 72

, 24

The ellipsoidal data were obtained by subj ecting the noise vectors for

the spherical data to linear transformations. Different transformation

matrices were used for each mode , so that while the surfaces of equal proba-

bility density were always hyperellipsoids centered about the prototype

vectors, these hyperellipsoids had different shapes and orientations. The

stretching of thi':Lhyperspheres and the rotation of the resulting hyper-



ellipsoids were done randomly, under the constraints that the volumes

remained unchanged and that the ratios of the lengths of principal axes

never exceeded 10 :1. Although an optimal classifier for' the unimodal

ellipsoidal data is known the computation of the optimum performance

is difficul t and was not attempted. Instead , a minimum-distance classifier

was used to give a relative performance standard. The variation in its

performance with cr is shown in Fig. 22. As wi th the spherical data , thi s

performance can also be regarded as a standard for the mul timodal ellip-

soidal data.

One interesting interpretation of the problem of classifying these

pa tterns is to consider it as a problem in signal identification., The ten

components of each of the 80 prototype vectors can be viewed as ten time

samples of signals that are to be transmitted over a noisy channel. The

components of the noisy vectors correspond to time samples of the received

signal. The classification problem is to determine the category of the
transmi tted signal from the ten samples of the received signal.

. Some feeling for the difficulty of this problem can be gained by

examining the 80 prototype signals shown in Fig. 23. These have been sorted

into 32 categories according to the assignments given by Table I. Note in

particular the similarity between the first signal in Category 18 and the

second signal in Category 19; the addition of any appreciable amount of

noise makes the separation of these two categories particularly difficult.

TH ERRR-CORRECTION RULE USED WITH THE LINER AND PWL MACHINES

For both the linear and PWL machines, the error-correction rule calls

for the addition of the pattern vector to one of the weight vectors and the
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subtraction of the pa ttern vector from another of the weight vectors when-

ever a pattern vector is classified incorrectly. During the experiments
to be described, two elaborations were added to this basic rule. First

instead of adding or subtracting the pattern vector itself , a constant a

times the pattern vector was added or subtracted. The correction increment,

k' was allowed to vary with the number of corrections, k , but must satisfy:

min max
Second , instead of making a correction only for

erroneously classified patterns , a correction was also made if the largest

dot product failed to exceed the dot products in the other banks by 

least a margin , M.

For linear machines, the above rule is a simple modification of the

error-correction rule first proposed by Kesler. Both are guaranteed to
resul t in error-free solutions provided only that such a solution exists.

For the PWL machine , our knowledge of the convergence propert ies of the

above rule is mainly empirical. It is known that the mere existence of a

solution , i. , the existence of a PWL machine that correctly classifies

all of the training patterns, is not sufficient to guarantee convergence.

Cyclic presentation of patterns , for example , can lead to cyclic variations

in the weights.

Even if this rule were guaranteed to achieve a solution for a PWL

machine whenever a solution exists, there would remain the problem that

few pa ttern-recogni tion problems have error-free solutions. Thus , to be

useful, the correction procedure must be well behaved even when convergence

is not possible. The parameters M and a
k are important in this 

regard. By

selecting a sufficiently large margin M relative to the average value of



aJ i , the disturbances created by correcting for occasional highly

noisy patterns can be reduced. Reducing the increment factor a
k during

training also has a stabilizing effect , and it has been ,found to be useful

in accelerating convergence. In the experiments to be described , a
k was

changed only after the presen tation of a block of N patterns. If a was

its value during the nth block , and f was the fraction of patterns in

that block requiring correction , the value for the next block was determined

from

max

n+l l a , i (8: + a f ) lL m1n max n J
(23)

, 2

...

Thus, the increment factors were decreased as the short-term correction rate

decreased , but they were never allowed to fall below a 
m1n

The actual

selection of the parameters M, N , a , and a was done experimentally.m1n max

D. EXERIMENTS USING THE TE-DIMESIONAL GAUSSIAN PATTERNS

The primary purpose of the experimental study was to answer the following

questions:

(1) How long does it take the training process to converge?

(2) What is the limiting error rate for the training data?

For independent testing data?

(3) How does the performance depend upon the following

characteristics of the classifier?

(a) Linear or piecewise linear structure
(b) Margin , M



(c) Increment factor parameters: , a 
m1n

max

(4) How does the performance depend upon the following

characteristics of the data?

(a) Unimodal or mul timodal

(b) Spherical or ellipsoidal

(c) Standard devia tion of noise
(d) Number of training patterns.

We shall present experimental results that supply at least partial

answers to these quest ions. We begin by describing a typical experiment
in which a linear machine , implemented on an SDS 910 computer , was trained

on unimodal spherical data with = 25. A total of 3200 sample patterns

was generated , each mode being represented by 40 noisy samples. Half of

the patterns were used to train the machine , and the remaining half were

used to provide an independent test. The inputs to the linear machine
consisted of the ten components of the pattern vector plus an eleventh

component arbitrarily fixed at the value 30. A margin of 10 000 was used

(M! , X 1 '; 1/3), and the increment factor parameters were N = 400, a = 1
min

and a
max

= 3.

The training patterns were presented to the machine cyclically, each

pass through the patterns being termed a cycle. During each cycle the

weights were held fixed and the number of errors made on the independent

testing data was recorded. For these error counts the margin was always

ignored; a classification of a pattern in Category i was considered to be

correct if the ith dot product was larger than any of the others.



The resul ts of this run are shown in Fig. 24. For this proble the

error rate of an optimal classifier is 1. 25 percent. (see Fig. 22), and

after six i tera tions the running error rate for the training data had

fallen below this value. At about the same time , the performance on the

independent testing data reached and began fluctuating about its limiting

value of approximately 4 percent.

These resul ts are quali tatively characteristic of the results of

most of the experiments performed. When the variance of the noise was

small and the training patterns were linearly separable , true convergence

was achieved. More typically the training patterns we re not linearly

separable; in these cases, the error rate for the training data dropped

rapidly at first and eventually fluctuated about some limiting value.

The error rate for the testing data stabilized at a higher limiting value

considerably sooner , the difference between the performance on training

and testing data decreasing as the number of training patterns was increased.

The performance was not found to be particularly sensitive to vari-

a t ions in the machine parameters. The simplest choices are M = 0

N = 00 , and a = a = 1. Definite improvement in performance resultedm1.n max

by choosing M near a , N several times the number of modes, and
m1n 

several times a None of these choices appeared to be criticalMaX m1n

however, and an exhaustive investigation was not attempted.

The tree shown in Fig. 25 sumarizes the results obtained when the

characteristics of the data were varied. Except for the variations in-

dicated by the branches of this tree , the experiments were performed under

the conditions described previously. The principal resul ts viz , the

minimum percentage error for the independent testing data , are listed at

the nodes of the tree. A few coments about these results are in order.
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The performance obtained wi th the unimodal spherical da ta for a

gi ven value of was roughly the same as the optimum performance wi th

replaced by + 5 (compare Figs. 22 and 25). Thus the percentage dis-
crepancy was relatively high when the optimum error rate was low. Only

one run was made wi th the unimodal ellipsoidal data , and the error rate

achieved was about 2-1/2 times the error rate of a minimum-distance

classifier. Undoubtedly, these resul ts could be further improved by
increasing the number of training patterns.

A piecewise linear machine was used in the experiments wi th the mul ti-
modal da ta. In some experiments the machine structure was perfectly
matched to that of the data; 80 weight vectors were used , each of the

32 banks containing the same number of weight vectors as there were modes

in the corresponding category. Because the detai ed structure of the

da ta would presumably not be known in practical applica tions , in the

other experiments 64 weight vectors were used , two weight vectors being

arbi trarily assigned to each bank. In both cases the error rates achieved

were very similar; moreover , they were noticeably higher than the cor-

responding error rates for unimodal data , being about 4 times higher for

spherical data and 2-1/2 times higher for ellipsoidal data.

The similari ty in the performance obtained wi th 64 and 80 weight

vectors suggests that , in the latter case at least , all of the available

weight vectors were not being used. Examination of the weights showed
this to be the case in both instances. Part of this can be attributed to
the fact that it is not necessary for a piecewise linear machine to have

a weight vector for each mode. However , part must be attributed to the



simplici ty of the rule used for assigning patterns to subclasses viz

to select the subclass corresponding to the largest dot product in the cor-

rect bank. This rule may be inadequate when pattern vectors that should

be placed in different subclasses are close to one another , and appears

to become progressively less effective as the number of weight vectors

per bank is increased. It appears that more than three weight vectors

per bank cannot be effectively trained using the present version of the

rule. Despite these limi ta tions, the simplici ty of the rule makes it

attractive , particularly if the increased error can be tolerated to avoid

complex data analysis.

EXERIMENTS WITH 100-DIMESIONAL QUANTIZED GAUSSIAN PATTERNS

During these experiments the question arose as to how quantization

of the input variables would affect performance. This question arose

because the classifier part of MINOS II , an experimental learning machine

buil t by Stanford Research Institute fu r the U. S. Army Electronics

. 6Laboratories , accepts binary (+1 , -1) rather than analog 1nputs.

Use of this classifier with the Gau sian data would require that the 10

analog variables x be quantized and represented as 100 binary variables.

It was decided to do thi s by dividing the no ise-free range of each variable

(-99 to 99) into ten equal intervals I ., the end intervals being then

extended to infinity. The 100 binary inputs were determined in groups of

ten as follows: if the i analog variable fell in the j quantization

interval, the first j inputs in the i group were +1' s , and the remaining

(10 - j) inputs were -l' s. Two addi tional constant (+1) inputs were

included as the so-called threshold inputs.



The mul t imodal data used in the previous experiments were quant ized

and coded in this way, and were used to train a simulated MINOS classifier

in the form of a PWL machine having 102 binary inputs and 64 weight vectors,

two weight vectors per bank. The machine parameters were m = 150 , N = 400

= 1 , and a = 3. The results obtained were very similar to thosem1n max

for the analog data. The error rate on the mul timodal spherical data with

cr = 25 and 1600 training patterns was 11. 9 percent which was actually lower

than the 15. 9 percent for the analog data. However , for the ellipsoidal

data the error rate was 14. 6 percent compared to 12. 6 percent for the ana-

log data.

A final set of experiments was performed to determine the effect of

the number of training patterns on performance; the resul ts are shown in

Fig. 26. As expected , increasing the number of training patterns both
improved the performance on independent testing data and reduced the dis-

crepancy between the performance on training and testing data. 'The price

for this improvement was increased computation time. Our simulations on

the SDS 910 of a machine 00 ntaining 64 weight vectors ran at about 4.

patterns/sec , so that ten iterations of 1600 patterns required' an hour.

As can be seen from Fig. 26 , computing time would have to be increased

considerably to gain a modest increase in performance.

EXPERIMENTS WITH COMMITTEE MACHINES

One other experiment was performed using th 32 category, mul timodal

100-dimensional , quantized Gaussian data. In this experiment , a network

of commi ttee machines implemented on the SDS-9l0 computer was trained on

1600 patterns using a noise standard deviation of cr = 15.
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The network was organized to give a 32 category response as follows:

nine commi ttee machines , each composed of seven TLU' s , comprised a parallel

organiza t ion of nine dichotomizers as discussed in Sec. I-D-2. An error-

correcting code was used with the nine-bi t output to correct any single

errors in the 32 legal output code words. Thus the whole network had a

total of 7 X 9 = 63 weight vectors and was comparable in size wi th the PWL

machine used on the same quantized Gaussian data.

Each commi ttee machine was trained according to the standard commi ttee

error-correct1on rule proposed by R1dgway and used in conjunction with

MINOS II. The error-correcting properties of the output code were ignored

during training, and each commi ttee machine was trained whenever its binary

output disagreed with the desired output.

During testing on independent data , the error-correcting propert ies of

the output code were employed; thus , single errors that occurred were not

counted as classification errors since they would have been corrected.

. The training curve for this experiment is shown in Fig. 27. The

ordinate

, "

percent errors " is the percentage of the 1600 training patterns

causing two or more committee errors during a cycle.

In this experiment , the network of committee machines was trained

down to zero errors on the 1600 training patterns after 33 cycles. When

tested on 1600 independent patterns , it made 190 classification errors,

however. These 190 errors represented about a 12 percent error rate , which

was achieved by the PWL machine operating on much noisier data (0 = 25).

Exhausti ve comparisons between the commi ttee machines organization and

the PWL machine have not been conducted , however , and it would be premature
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to infer that the PWL machine is the superior organization. It is hoped

tha t future experiments can be designed and executed tha t will illuminate

any differences in performance between these two classifiers for various

kinds of input patterns.



IV SUMRY AN CONCLUSIONS

In this report we have attempted to present arguments to make

plausible the use of certain classifier structures called linear and

PWL machines. The study of these structures and some others (e.g., com-

mittee machines) has been at the center of research conducted during the

present project. There are several types of questions that should be

answered by such a study. First , we are interested in the subject of

training these structures. The subject of training has received the

major attention during the present project. Second , we are interested

in other properties of these structures such as their pattern-classify-

ing capacity and the nature of the decision rules implemented by them.

Some research on these properties has been conducted and reported in

two separate technical document ary report s ent it led: "A Committee Sol-

ution of the Pattern Recognition Problem " by Ablow and Kaylor , and

Notes on Ciassificat ion Capacities " by Cover.

We have used both theoretical and experimental avenues in conduc-

ting research on the training problem. First there has been some theo-

retical work on the subject of training linear machines. The results

of this work are presented in an Appendix to this report. Theoretical

attacks on other items--such as training PWL machines anQ training

commi ttee machines--ha ve been largely unsuccessful , and our knowledge

here has been obtained through experiments.



In this report we have presented the results of several training

experiments that investigated various methods of training PWL machines.

Our explanation of these methods was illustrated with various two-dimen-

sional experiments , and we later described more thorough higher dimen-

sional experiments. Two main types of training methods were used: Mode-

seeking and error-correction methods. Of the mode-seeking methods , the

best results were obtained with the Rosen-Hall method. The error-cor-

rection methods often give quite good results. In some respects they
are simpler to apply, but further research is needed to alleviate some

of their attendant difficulties.

The state of knowledge about training these pattern-classifying

structures can be summarized as follows: Several plausible training

methods have been suggested. The PWL machine error-correction train-

ing method has now been extensively invest igated , and it has been

found to be quite effective in a variety of pattern-classifying exper-

imeftts. As it stands now , however , it is probably not a very effective

method for training PWL machines having more than three DPU 
I S in each

bank. Research on the mode-seeking training methods has been sufficient

to expect that they will be quite useful for some problems but extensive

experience with these methods has yet to be obtained.

Several topics are in need of further exploration and we shall

conclude by listing some of them.

To expand our knowledge of the properties of classifying structures

research should be conducted on the following items:

(1) Pattern-classifying capacity of classifying structures.

(2) Use of various output codes in parallel organizations of dich-
otomizers.



(3) Experimental comparison of performance of various classifying
structures on some sample problems.

To expand our knowledge of training methods , research should be

conducted on the following items:

(1) Further experiments using Rosen-Hall method.
(2) Investigation of weight vector birth and death rules to be

used in error-correction training of PWL machines.

(3) Further theoretical research aimed at establishing training
algori thms with guaranteed convergence propert ies.

In addition to the above items , concurrent efforts should be made

to identify those real-world pattern classifying problems to which this

developing body of techniques can be usefully applied.



APPENDIX .

by R. o. Duda

This appendix contains convergence proofs for some error-correction

training rules for linear machines. These proofs are basically generali-
zations of Novikoff' s proof of the Perceptron Convergence Theorem . 18 
all cases we assume that we are given a fixed , finite linearly separable

set of training patterns. That is , we assume that there exists a linear

machine , called a solution machine , that correctly classifies all of the

training patterns. Equivalently, we assume that there exists a set of
solution weight vectors fEi (i = 1 , ..., R) such that for any category

and any pattern vector X in 

"" 

..t
,t 

:!j 

(I)

for all j , (i , j = 1

, ...

, R). *

These patterns , finite in number , are presented to the linear

machine in a training sequence , any infinite sequence in which each

pattern recurs infinitely often. Let X denote the kth pattern in the
training sequence leading to a correction , let i!i (k)! (i = 1

, ...

, R)

denote the set of weight vectors just preceding the kth correction , and

let f (k) 1 (i = I , ..., R) denote the kth set of correction vectors

The set of initial weight vectors (W i (1) 1 is arbitrary, and the subse-
quent weight vectors are found from

- .

(k + 1) = (k) + (k) i = 1 , ..., R

= 1

, ...

(2)

There are some notat ional differences between this appendix and the

main body of the report. In the appendix , vectors are denoted by a wavy

underline (e. g. X). To apply the results of this appendix to the linear
machines discussed in the report the reader should assume that the pattern

and weight vectors eX and W) " of the appendix are (d .. l)-dimensional. The

Cd + l)-th component of a pattern is fixed at a value of tl so that the

dot product !.! contains the bias term w



The correction vectors 'si (k) are related to the pattern vectors

by the training rule Before we aSSUMe any parti cular Tela tion , we

shall establish conditions on the correction vectors t at are sufficient

to guarantee the termination of the correction process. To simplify

notation , we shall write W . and C instead of W . (k) and C (k) when there..1 

-. 

..1 ...1

is no danger of confusion; however it should be kept in mind that these

condi tions must be satisfied for all 

Lemma : Let l) = (k) +'si (k) (i =

, ...

, R; k = 1

, ...

with f!i (I)) arbitrary. Then k is bounded if there exist constants a

, and c, and a set of constant vectors fw ) (i = 1

, ...

, R) such that..1

for any k

(A):
('si - ,Sj('si - ,Sji=l j=

(B):
('si - ,Sj

S b
i=l j = (!i - !j

and

(C) :
i =1 j =1 (!t - !j ('si - ,Sj

c :: 

The proof is obtained by deriving conflicting bounds on the growth

of the quantity S
k defined by

S= = it j (!t (k) - !j (k) J (!t (k) - !j (k) J (3)

92'



To obtain an upper bound, we note that from Eqs. (2) and (3)

- s + 2 (W - W
) t (C. - f.

+l - l j =1 "J1 '-

+ i l j (.si - 

) t 

(.si - ,Sj (4)

so that by Condi tions (A) and (B)

k+l Sk + 2b + a (5)

It follows that

k+l S 
(2b + a) + S (6)

where the value of s depends only on the choice of the initial weight

vectors.

To obtain a lower bound on S
k' consider the quantity Tk defined by

k = i l Lt 

- !,j

t L!i (k) - !. 

(k) J (7)

By Eq. (2) and Condi tion (C),

A t
= T (W - W (C - C )k+l i =1 j =1 "J "Jj "Ji '

''j

(8)

k + c (9)



It follows that

k+l 
k c + T (10)

where the value of T 1 depends on the initial weight vectors , but is

independent of k. Now by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

E Bt B 

i = 1 .. i = 1 ..1 ..
(11)t A

:1 

Applying this to Eq. (7), we obtain

I!I S (12)

where

I!I = - W 
) t (W

. - W

.. j 

..1 .. J
(13)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (12), we obtain the desired lower bound:

k+ 1 I!I \!I
(14)

Since c/lwt is strictly positive, if k were not bounded we could

choose k so large that the lower bound , Eq. l4), would exceed the upper

bound Eq. (6). It follows that k must be bounded. J..

We shall now use this result to prove that our generalization of

Kes ler ' s training rule yields a solution machine after a finite number



of corrections. If a pattern belonging to w
m is presented

, the rule

calls for a correction if and only if - M for some n 

where M is the non-negative margin. By letting denote the k pattern

in the training sequence leading to a correction, we can wri te for all k

(k) - M (k) 

(15)

for n in some nonempty set of integers N
k' m ; N

Then the training

rule can be written in terms of the correction vectors as follows:

i = m

i = n , nE:N (16)'si (k) = - O'nk a

otherwise

where a
k and O'nk must satisfy

c: a
min max (17)

nk 
ncN (18)

and

E GY
nk = 1nCN

(19)



for all k. We shall call this rule the bounded-increment error correc-
tion rule Starting wi th an initial linear machine , determined by a set

of initial weight vectors (W (l)) (i = 1

, ...

, R), application of this
"' 1

rule to the vectors in a training sequence yields a sequence of linear

machines. We shall now demonstrate the convergence of this sequence.

Theorem Let L
l be any initial linear machine

, and let (L

(i = 1 , 2

, ...

) be the sequence of linear machines resulting from the

application of the bounded-increment error correction rule to any

training sequence of linearly separable patterns. Then the sequence

will terminate in a solution linear machine after a finite number

of corrections.

The proof is obtained by showi g that the correction vectors for

this training rule satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Noting rom

Eqs. ('16) and (19) that

(k) = 0
i =1 "'.. (20)

and using Eqs. (16,

), 

(17), (18), and (19), we obtain

l j i - 

) t 

i - 
) = 2R i

i - 2Ci 1 E.i2 t 
= 2R a (1 + Ct k

ncN

S 4R a2 x-t X
max 

(21)



Since the training patterns are fixed and finite in number, it follows

that Condi tion (A) is satisfied. For Condition (B), we first obtain

from Eqs. (16) and (20)

l j l C!i - !j

) t 

('si - 'sj
) = 2R i

l !: 

- 2Li
:l !iJ Li l 'si

= 2R a 1: GY
nk nCN

(22)

It then follows readily from Eqs. (15), (17), (18), and (19) that

(W ) t - C. 2R a 
i =1 j =1 ,.i - j "".L ..J max (23)

so that Condition (B) is also satisfied. For Condition (C), we .first

obtain from Eqs. (16) and (20) a similar expansion involving the solu-

ti?n weight vectors:

R R1: 1: (W - w (C. - C ) = 2R a "' X

. - 

1: 
i:;l j =l ..j ..1 ""J u "" n CN

--.. 

(24)

Since !k C Wm and (!i) is a set of solution vectors

(25)

where

d = m n Lj
i (!i - !j

) t 

!lJ (26)



Since the patterns are finite in number and linearly separable, d , is

strictly positive. It follows readily from Eqs. (24), (25), (17), (18),

and (19;) that

(W - W ) t 2R a i=l j=l --

--j 

'si - ,Sj m n
(27)

and hence that Condi tion (C) is satisfied. Thus , by the lemma , k is

bounded and the number of corrections is finite. But since each training
pattern recurs infinitely often in the training sequence, this implies

that after the corrections cease W X - M X for any category il ,

.. -- ,. "" 

for any training pattern X belonging to w , and for all n m. Since

"" 

the margin M is non-negative, the terminal weight vectors are solution

vectors , and thus the theorem is proved.

Generalizations

In conclusion, we present some generalizations and alternative

rules wi thout proofs. From a theoretical viewpoint , the conditions on

the increment factor ak given by Eq. (17) are quite restrictive. 

more careful analysis allows this ' condition to be relaxed somewhat , re-

placing it by the two conditions

k = 1

...

(28)

. .

and

J = +00
lim ( (29)n-tCD = k=l



The choices a Ilk or a = k meet these conditions , for example
. k

whereas a
k = 

Ilk or ak =e do not. Other more interesting rules

also fail to meet these conditions. One such rule takes a to be the

smallest integer sufficient to correct the response. To be more specific

if X "1 and W (k) X is the largest dot product , the rule is

.. 

-.k

i = m

Si (k)= i = n (30)

otherwise

where a is the smallest integer greater than (W X - X + M)/2X

,. 

X .

.. '" ,. '" 

It can be shown that this rule also yields a solution after a finite

number of corrections; the proof parallels the proof given by Nilsson

for the absolute correction rule for training a threshold logic unit. 

Finally, there is a generalization of the so-called fractional correction

rulell of Agmon19 and Motzkin and Schoenberg20 in which

W X +. M

.. 

. 1. -

,. -.

a =

""..

k 2Xt X
(31)

where 0 2. The properties of this rule are more complex , since
corrections may or may not terminate. It can be shown that if the

corrections terminate , a set of solution w ight vectors is obtained

and that termination always occurs if . = 2. Otherwise the sequence



(!i (1) J, (!i (2) J, 

... 

converges to a limi t ( i (00) J 
for which

t X - M t X
-m 

"' ,. 

(32)

for any X e w and for all (m , n), m n. If , this limit is a

"' 

set of solution vectors.
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